PAINTABLE–BODY SHOP SAFE PRODUCTS

DISTINCTIVE DETAILS
RECOMMENDS:

3207
HEAVY COMPOUND

3208
MEDIUM COMPOUND

3209
LIGHT COMPOUND

Very aggressive
compound. Maintains
a high rate of cut with
constant pressure.
Removes heavy
scratches and
oxidation with
minimal swirling
and buffing residue.

Micro cutting agents
for removal of
1200 - 2000 sand
scratches in all
automotive paints.
Polishes the finish
to a smooth high
gloss without swirls
and little clean up.

Mild cutting and
polishing agents.
Removes scratches
and oxidation.
Polishes to a
swirl-free high
gloss, smooth finish
with little or no
clean up.

3210
S.O.S SWIRL
OXIDATION SCRATCH

S.O.S. removes and
polishes away surfacemarring problems,
improves the surface
and produces a swirl
free deep shine. S.O.S.
removes swirls and
spiderwebs.

3211
ULTRA GLAZE

3215
HIGH GLOSS

Foam pad glaze
formulated for dark
and light colored
paints - easier detailing
and clean-up produces
a deep luster finish.
Will not streak,
smear, or cake up
on buffing pads.

Maintains a show
car quality finish
or bring a gloss back
to paint that needs
a little help. Intensifies
luster on difficult-tomaintain black and
red paint. Can also
be applied by hand.

Advantage is a premium line of reconditioning and detailing products developed to maximize performance
with minimal effort and cleanup. The Advantage product line is one of DISTINCTIVE DETAILS most technologically
advanced products ever. With a commitment to quality, the Advantage products provide better overall durability, ease of use
and a focused direction for better overall detailing and reconditioning and for the optimum finish. Advantage consists of
six specialty products designed to enhance the appearance of any vehicle. These six products are color-matched to the correct
colored buffing pad to ensure outstanding performance and appearance. Three compounds, a true swirl-oxidation-scratch
remover, a polish glaze for foam or wool pads, and a final finish polish allow you to match the product and pad for the best finish.
All Advantage products are silicone-free and safe for any body shop or new car dealer location.

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR PROFESSIONAL DETAILERS AND CAR WASH OPERATORS WORLDWIDE
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